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Introduction
Hi, I’m going to tell you a story of what I did with Clifford when he was at my house.

Thursday
I walked home with Clifford. Mom and I introduced Clifford to Frango. (Frango is our cat.)

And we played mancala together (I had to teach Clifford), and Clifford won!

Friday
Friday, Mom and I took Clifford to the Food Bin,

and he picked out an organic fruit leather. He met my
friend who works there, called Deena.  And Clifford and I
put stuff that my mom gave me into the shopping basket.

Saturday
On Saturday night, Clifford slept with me, and I had

a few other friends I slept with. Their names were Boy,
Whiz, and Pooh. I stuffed Whiz inside Clifford so I
didn’t have as many animals to take care of.

Sunday
Sunday after lunch, Clifford and I fed the Sea Mon-

keys. (“Sea Monkeys” is another name for brine shrimp.)
They eat a little kind of green powder. What’s in the powder is algae and diatoms.

Dad and I cooked some red cabbage for its juice. The color of the juice was purple, and what
it’s good for is for seeing whether something is an acid or an alkali. There are five colors it can turn:
red, purple, blue, green, and yellow. Red means it’s a sour thing (an acid), like lemon juice or vin-
egar;  purple means it’s regular (neutral); blue means it’s a weak alkali, like baking soda; green means
it’s a bit stronger of an alkali, like soap; and yellow means it’s the strongest alkali, like lye. Clifford
loved the color lye made a lot.

Monday
On Monday I built an observatory out of No-Ends. It was just big enough for Clifford and a

bit more space. Clifford was just looking at the stars, when I needed him for the drawing in the
book to see if it was red inside or white inside, and I saw it was red inside.

After supper, we went out to the book room and started typing up the Monday bit of story—
the other parts of the story we had already typed on Sunday.


